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Welcome to Grade 4 and to Natural Sciences and Technology!

Join the **Thunderbolt Kids** on an adventure to explore the world around us.
Hi there! My name is Farrah.

My favourite subjects at school are where I get to be creative and imaginative. But, did you know, this is not only in the art or drama classroom?! We can also be creative in the ways we do Science and Technology. This is especially true when thinking about new ways to answer a question with a Science investigation or drawing a design to solve a problem.

I also really love being outdoors in the natural world around me. This is why I am going to go through Life and Living and Structures with you. I think we are very lucky to live in such a beautiful place as South Africa, with so many colours and plants and animals. I am really excited to start learning more about the living world around us.

Sophie is my best friend and she teaches me how to think carefully and solve problems using logic, which is a very good skill to have in Science. Although we can get on each other’s nerves, just like best friends do, we have so much fun together and learn a lot from each other.
Hey! My name is Tom.

I have two places where I am most happy! The first is in the Science lab because this is where we get to be inventive and tinker away with projects and experiments! My second favourite place is the junk yard! Do you know how many interesting objects you can find there?! I use these objects in my latest inventions.

This is why I am really excited to be going through Matter and Materials and Structures with you. We are going to learn about all sorts of materials around us, and especially how to strengthen materials and make strong structures.

I also really enjoy maths and thinking about how we can solve problems logically. Jojo is one of my best mates, although he can be very messy at times! But, Jojo helps me get involved with my whole body when trying to solve problems in our daily lives, and not just use my mind.
What’s up! My name is Jojo.

I just want to dive straight into this year, and especially Natural Sciences and Technology. Sometimes though, I find it hard to sit still in class as I just want to get up and do things! My teacher often says I have too much energy and I battle to sit still in class. Maybe that’s why I am going through Energy and Change and Systems and Control with you this year.

I am really looking forward to understanding what “energy” really is! And, we also get to make a musical instrument this year. The best part about Natural Sciences and Technology is that we get to learn actively. We have goals and questions which we want to answer and I am always the first to leap into action!

Tom and I make a very good team because he is very good at thinking and planning and then following a method. But, I think I can also help as sometimes Tom wants to think too much, whereas in Science and Technology you also have to get involved in the subject and start experimenting.
Hello! My name is **Sophie**.

One of my favourite places to be is in the school library. I love reading a new book – there is just so much to learn and discover about our world!

I am always asking questions and often these questions do not yet have answers to them. This is fascinating as we then get to make a theory about what we think the answer might be. This is why I really enjoy learning about outer Space as there is so much that we do not know. Throughout history people have been asking questions about Space and our place in the universe. This is why I am going to go through *Earth and Beyond and Systems and Control* with you as we start to learn about our planet Earth and our solar system.

I also like expressing my opinion and debating about a topic. You have to give me a very good argument to convince me of your opinion! I love exploring with Farrah as she helps me to be more creative and imaginative in the way that I think. I can also be quite sceptical and do not believe everything I read. But, this is very important in Science as we must not always accept everything as fact.
Join the **Thunderbolt Kids**
by adding your details here!

My name is:

______________________________________

My favourite subject is:

______________________________________

On the weekends, I love to:

______________________________________

______________________________________

My friends’ names are:

______________________________________

______________________________________

One day, I want to:

______________________________________

______________________________________
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Energy and Change
and Systems and Control
1 Energy and Energy transfer

1.1 Energy for life

Scientists say energy is the ability to do work. We need to understand what this means. A way to think of it is that energy can make something happen.

ACTIVITY: Energy is the ability to do work

Let us have some fun playing a game!
INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Divide into groups of six and go outside for 10 minutes to play "Hide and Seek".

2. These are the rules of the game:
   a. One person needs to be the seeker.
   b. The seeker needs to find a home - a tree or the wall will work well.
   c. The seeker closes their eyes and counts to 20.
   d. Everyone else must hide. They are the hiders.
   e. When the seeker has counted to 20, (s)he must find the others and tag them by touching
   f. If the hiders can get to the seekers’ home without him or her seeing them, they can block themselves and cannot be tagged by the seeker.
   g. If the seeker finds a hider s/he runs to their home, touches it and says "1,2,3 Tag Emma!" (or whoever they saw).
   h. If there is time left over, you can choose a new seeker and play again.

3. Return to class after 10 minutes and talk to in your group about how you feel.

4. Each group must choose a leader who will report back to the class.

5. Write down the words that are being used to describe how you are feeling after the game.

6. Write down some of the descriptive words below.

This game requires that you do a lot of running. You might even get tired from it. This means that energy is being used to do work.

We saw that we got tired from running and playing a game in the last activity. We use energy for everything we do.
So you mean even when I do a handstand I am using Energy!

Yes, that is right Jojo! Everything you do needs energy.

**ACTIVITY:** Energy is all around us.

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Think about what you do from when you get up in the morning until you go to sleep at night. Think about what happens around you everyday.

2. Write down five things that you have thought about that you could not do without energy.

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

---

6 Energy and Change
We need energy to carry out all our life processes. Do you remember learning about the life processes in the beginning of the year?

**QUESTIONS**

Write down the 7 life processes that are carried out by all living organisms.

__________________________

__________________________

I love running around, but where do I get all my energy from?!

That is a very good question. Think about why you need to eat! We get our energy from the food we eat.

We eat plants and the food made from plants to give us energy. We also eat the meat from animals to give us energy.

But where does this energy in the food come from? Energy in our food comes from the Sun!

We get our energy by eating plants and animals.
1.2 Energy from the Sun

Before going on with the rest of this chapter, let's identify some of the new words we will be learning about.

**ACTIVITY:** Word search

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Complete the wordsearch by finding the words listed below.
2. Circle them with a coloured pen or pencil.
3. Once you have found all the words, discuss with your partner what you think the word means to you.

**Words to find:**

food, energy, work, movement, sun, energy, change, light, heat, absorb, reflect, transfer, chain
We get almost all of our energy on Earth from the Sun. We call this energy solar energy. Sol means Sun. Next term in Earth and Beyond, we will learn a lot more about the Sun!

The Sun is the closest star to Earth. A star is a giant ball of gas which releases energy. Some of this energy from the sun travels to the Earth in rays. Some of the rays are light that we can see. Other rays like ultraviolet light and X-rays we can not see.

When the rays reach the Earth, some reflect back into space. The Earth absorbs most of the solar energy. This heat warms the Earth and the air around it.
QUESTIONS
Use your dictionary to write down definitions for

1. reflect

2. absorb

ACTIVITY: Energy from the Sun causes heating
When light energy from the Sun hits objects, some of the energy is absorbed. Some of the energy bounces back.

MATERIALS (what you will need):

• 4 thermometers
• black paper
• white paper

INSTRUCTIONS (what you must do):

1. Put one thermometer in a shady place.
2. Put three thermometers in a sunny place on the same surface.
3. Cover the bulb of one thermometer with black paper, cover the bulb of another thermometer with white paper, and leave the last thermometer in the sun with no paper covering it.
4. Which thermometer do you think will show the highest temperature after 10 minutes?

5. Wait for ten minutes and then write down the temperature reading on each thermometer in the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermometer</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In shade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the Sun with black paper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the Sun with white paper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the Sun with no paper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Which thermometer had the lowest temperature after 10 minutes?

7. Did the thermometer in the Sun with the black or white paper covering have the highest temperature after 10 minutes?

8. Explain your results.

Chapter 1. Energy and Energy transfer
Without the Sun, the Earth would be a cold place with no life. Energy from the Sun has many different uses.

**Light and warmth:** We use the light from the Sun so that we can see during the day. We use the energy from the Sun to warm us.

![People enjoying the Sun on the beach.](image)

**Plants use light from the Sun to grow:** Do you remember learning about what plants need to grow in the first term? Plants use light, water and air as requirements for plant growth. As the plant grows it stores some energy in its roots, leaves and fruit. We will learn a lot more about this in Grade 5 and 6!

![Plants use the energy from the Sun to make food, such as these mielie plants.](image)
Animals eat plants to grow. The energy stored in the plants is used by the animals for life processes.

The cows are eating grass to get their energy.

The transfer of energy from the Sun to plants to people is called an energy chain or food chain. It is a chain because each organism forms a link in the chain as energy is passed along from one organism to the next.

The arrows show the direction of the energy flow from one thing to the next. Look at the example of the food chain below.

An example of a food chain.

In this food chain, the Sun gives off light energy which is used by the grass to make food. The grasshopper eats the grass. The mouse then eats the grasshopper and the energy is transferred (moved) from the grasshopper to the mouse. Lastly, the owl eats the mouse.
ACTIVITY: Describing the transfer of energy from the Sun

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Look at the following food chain.

2. In the space below, describe the transfer of energy from one organism to the next.

   ![Food Chain Diagram]

   - Leaf → Caterpillar → Chameleon

3. This food chain could be much longer! As more organisms eat the previous organisms, the food chain gets longer, and the Sun's energy is passed further along from one animal to the next. Look at the longer food chain below.

   ![Longer Food Chain Diagram]

   - Leaf → Caterpillar → Chameleon → Mongoose → Snake
4. In this food chain, what does the mongoose eat to get energy?

Trees are plants and so they get their energy from the Sun to grow. As it grows, the tree stores some of this energy in its wood. When we need heat and light at night and when it is cold, we burn the wood so that we can use the stored energy.

Long ago before dinosaurs lived on Earth, plants and animals also used the energy from the Sun to grow. Today some of these old dead plants and animals have turned into coal, oil and natural gas. Coal, oil and natural gas are called fossil fuels. We mine fossil fuels so that we can use the energy from the Sun that was stored millions of years ago.

When we use petrol or diesel to make cars or tractors go, we are really using stored energy which came from the Sun millions of years ago.
KEY CONCEPTS

• We use energy for everything we do
• We get our energy from our food
• Energy in our food comes from the Sun
• An energy chain or food chain is used to show the transfer of energy
REVISION:

1. What is solar energy?

2. Explain how animals get energy for life processes.

3. Draw a food chain to show the flow of energy from the sun to a lion that has just eaten an impala.

4. List some fossil fuels.

5. Where do fossil fuels come from?
6. Draw and label a diagram to show where you get energy from when you eat pap and when you eat wors.
I never knew that all our energy comes from the Sun. That is really interesting!

Let’s now move on and find out about the different types of energy all around us!
2 Energy around us

**KEY QUESTIONS**

- What forms can energy take?
- What are energy sources?
- Can energy be transferred from one form to another?

2.1 Energy

Let’s find out how energy can be all around us!

Energy comes in many different forms and is all around us.

**ACTIVITY:** Identifying energy all around us

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Look at the picture on the next page.
2. Draw a circle around all the places where you think energy is being used.
3. If you have coloured pencils, you can colour the picture in.
QUESTION:

1. Write down five of the activities that you circled.
We saw in the activity that energy comes in many different forms, such as light, heat, movement and sound energy. Let’s take a closer look at these different forms of energy.

**Light**

Light is energy that travels in rays. Some of these rays we can see, so we call that visible light. Some of the rays we cannot see but we can feel their effect on us. We cannot see ultraviolet rays but they burn our skin when we are in the Sun without sunblock. We can also not see infrared rays but we can feel how hot they are on our skin.

*Living things need light energy from the Sun to survive.*

Your body also needs sunlight to make Vitamin D in your skin. Without Vitamin D your body cannot absorb calcium and your bones cannot grow and get strong.

Light comes from a light source. Anything that produces light is called a source of light.

- The sun is a source of light
- Stars are sources of light
- A fire is a source of light
- A candle is a source of light
- An electric bulb is a source of light
**ACTIVITY:** Having fun with shadows

A shadow of an object forms when light cannot pass through it. Let's see how many different and interesting shadows we can make!

**MATERIALS:**

- different shaped objects
- a torch

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Work in pairs.
2. Find some objects around the classroom.
3. Once you all have some objects, ask your teacher to turn the lights off and close the curtains in your classroom.
4. Stand with your partner near a wall.
5. One of you must hold a torch and shine it onto an object that you have found so that a shadow is made on the wall.
6. Your partner must guess which object it is from the shadow. Do not peek at the actual object!
7. Experiment in your pairs with one object and answer the questions.

*Can you make a shadow shaped like a dog?!
QUESTIONS:

1. How can you make the shape of the shadow bigger?

2. How can you make the shape of the shadow smaller?

Heat

Do you enjoy standing outside on a warm summer day and feeling the warmth from the Sun on your skin? What about warming your hands on a frosty cold morning in front of a fire? You are feeling heat! We discussed that the Sun provides us with light, but it also provides us with heat.

Look at these lions enjoying lying in the heat from the sun!

Heat can be found in many different places. Anything that provides us with heat is a source of heat. Let's look more closely at different sources of heat energy.
**ACTIVITY:** Sources of heat energy

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Look at the pictures of some sources of heat energy below.
2. Can you recognize the source of heat energy in each picture?
3. Fill in the sources for each picture in the space above it.
4. Can you think of any other sources of heat energy from everyday life? Add some of your own sources of heat energy into the blank blocks and draw a picture.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="candle.png" alt="Candle" /></td>
<td><img src="fire.png" alt="Fire" /></td>
<td><img src="sun.png" alt="Sun" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ACTIVITY: Extend your thinking

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Look at the picture of the lady in the image below.
2. Answer the questions.

QUESTIONS:

1. How does the blanket help her to stay warm?
2. Do you think a blanket should be included in the table above showing the SOURCES of heat energy? Complete the sentence below by drawing a line through the option you do not want. Then write an explanation for your choice:

Yes I think it IS a source of heat energy / No, I think it is NOT a source of heat energy

because...

Movement

When objects are moving they have movement. The faster the object is moving the more movement it has. Look at the examples of movement below.

While you are riding your bicycle, you have movement.

A race car that is travelling has lots of movement.
A rocket that is taking off has a huge amount of movement.

When I am dancing I have movement!

QUESTIONS

Look at the front cover for Energy and Change. Three of the Thunderbolt Kids have movement. Who are they and explain why they have movement?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Sound

Did you know sound is also a type of energy?! Sound is everywhere.
ACTIVITY: Observing sound energy around us

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Close your eyes and be very quiet for two minutes.
2. Be very still and listen to your surroundings.
3. Write down five different sounds that you heard.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Sound is a special type of movement. Sound is energy that makes substances vibrate. Sound travels as vibrations that we can hear and sometimes even feel. All sounds are caused by vibration of substances.

QUESTIONS

Use your dictionary to write down a definition for vibration

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Sound can come from different sources. You can clap your hands, stamp your feet, talk, sing or play a musical instrument. Different vibrations will make different sounds.
**ACTIVITY:** Use a ruler to make sound

**MATERIALS (What you will need):**

- a ruler
- the edge of a desk

**INSTRUCTIONS (What to do):**

1. Put the ruler on the table so that it sticks out over the edge.
2. Push the ruler down.
3. Pluck the ruler and hear the sound.

**QUESTION:**

1. You can see the vibrations of the ruler as it moves. Can you hear the vibrations?
**Stored energy**

Energy is also stored in some sources. Stored energy is the energy that is stored in our food, in petrol, in wood, oil and other chemicals. Batteries also contain chemicals which are used to store energy. This stored energy can be used for different purposes.

Examples:

1. When we eat food, the stored energy in the food can be used by our bodies.
2. When we burn wood or coal, the stored energy is released as heat energy that we can use to keep us warm.
3. When we burn gas, we can use it to cook our food.
4. When we turn on a car, we use the energy in the petrol to give movement energy to the car.
Transfer of energy

Energy can also be transferred (moved) from one part of a system to another part.

You must have heard of electricity before? We use electricity every day in our modern lives. Electrical energy can be transferred from a source to the appliance or light bulb.

QUESTIONS

Write down some things which you think need electricity in your life.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Look at this picture of the light bulb below. Electrical energy is transferred from a source to the light bulb to make it glow.

DID YOU KNOW?

Fireflies produce light using chemical energy from their food! The light they give off is actually more efficient than that of a light bulb.

A light bulb gives off light energy and heat energy. In a torch energy is transferred from the batteries to the bulb.

Have you ever used a torch before? How do you think the bulb lights up in the torch? The batteries are the source of energy in the torch. When the torch is turned on, the energy is transferred from the batteries to the bulb to make it light up so you can see in the dark.

This brings us to the next section. We can think of the energy in the batteries of the torch as being the input energy and the light energy that is given off by the bulb as the output energy.
2.2 Input and output energy

Whenever anything happens, energy is transferred from one component into another. People, machines and appliances need an energy input to work. They also have an energy output that may be useful.

Let’s look at some examples.

**Example 1:** A girl is running a race. In order for the girl to have energy, she needs energy from somewhere. Her input energy is the chemical energy from the food that she ate. By running the race, she is giving out energy in the form of movement energy and heat.

**Example 2:** Your TV will only work if it is plugged in. It needs energy to work. While watching TV, electrical energy is the input and light and sound is the output.

**Example 3:** A torch will not work when you turn it on unless it has batteries. The input energy for the torch to work comes from the chemical energy in the batteries which is changed to electrical energy. The output energy from the torch is light and heat energy.
Machines and appliances

We use lots of appliances in our lives. These machines and appliances need an input energy to make them work. This is usually electrical energy. The output energy (the work the appliance or machine does) is something that is useful to us.

Let's look at some examples.

**ACTIVITY:** Investigating the input and output energy of appliances.

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Below are pictures of different appliances.
2. Each one has an input energy (electricity) and an output energy which is transferred to the surroundings, such as heat, sound, light or movement.
3. Look at each image and write down the type of output energy that it transfers to the environment.
4. Some of the appliances may transfer more than one type of energy to the surroundings!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appliance</th>
<th>Output energy transferred to surroundings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stove</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kettle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair dryer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum cleaner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric fan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary we can say, in appliances and machines, the input is normally electrical energy and the output depends on the appliance:

- Heat energy - from a geyser, stove, kettle, hair dryer
• Sound energy - from a drill, vacuum cleaner, hair dryer
• Light energy - from a lamp, torch
• Movement - from an electric fan, drill

KEY CONCEPTS

• Energy is all around us
• Energy can be moving in the form of light, heat, sound and moving objects
• Energy can be stored in food, wood, coal, oil and natural gas
1. In the table, fill in examples of different sources of energy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light energy source</th>
<th>Heat energy source</th>
<th>Sound energy source</th>
<th>Stored energy source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Which sense organ do you use to detect sound?

________________________________________________________

3. A hearing-impaired person cannot hear music. How do you think someone who is hearing impaired could still dance to the music?

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

4. Which sense organ do you use to detect light?

________________________________________________________

5. For each of the following appliances, decide what is the input energy and identify the output energy?

________________________________________________________
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appliance</th>
<th>Input Energy</th>
<th>Output Energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>radio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hair dryer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car moving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>riding a bicycle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>playing drums</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lights in your home</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plants growing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. What does “energy is transferred” mean?
   
   ______

   ______

   ______

7. List three substances that contain stored energy that we can use.

   ______

   ______

   ______
Movement and energy in a system

KEY QUESTIONS

• How do music instruments make music?
• Are there different types of musical instruments in different parts of the world?

3.1 Movement and musical instruments

Look at the photo of the orchestra. There are many different instruments that all make music. All the sounds are combined together to make a wonderful noise.

An orchestra consists of many musical instruments playing together.

Let's make some music!
ACTIVITY: The joy of sound - making a body band

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Work in groups of 4 - 5.
2. You can make music with your body. You can clap your hands or stamp your feet. You can make clicking sounds with your tongue or puff out your cheeks and tap them. You can beat a rhythm on your thighs.
3. In your group, find interesting ways to use your bodies to make a short (1 minute) music piece.
4. Be creative. Present your ‘body band beat’ to your class.
5. Some of you could even dance while the others make the music!

3.2 Movement causes sound

In your body band, you made lots of different sounds. Every sound that you made involved you moving a part of your body.

Many musical instruments use movement to make sounds. Let us look at a few common musical instruments.

A man plucking the strings on a guitar.

When a guitar string is plucked, the string vibrates and causes a sound wave to occur. The sound is amplified (made louder) by the...
air vibrating in the hollow inside of the guitar as well. We can then easily hear the sounds produced by the guitar.

A group of drum players.

A drum has a thin membrane or skin that is stretched tightly over the opening of something hollow. As the drummer beats this membrane, the membrane vibrates and makes the sound we hear.

A trumpet player in a marching band.

The trumpet player blows through closed lips into the trumpet. This makes a buzzing sound which causes the air inside the trumpet to vibrate. The vibrating air causes sound which we can hear.

Many musical instruments work because movement causes vibrations which cause sound.
3.3 Indigenous musical instruments in South Africa

Music and musical instruments are very important in many cultures and societies. Different cultures have different musical instruments which are part of their traditions. The instruments which were developed by a group of people and are used in a particular area, are called indigenous instruments. Indigenous instruments are unique to a particular society or culture.

Although the instruments are different, they all work because movement causes vibrations which cause sound.

Africa has a rich musical culture and many unique musical instruments. Some examples are shown below.

QUESTIONS

On the front cover for Energy and Change, one of the Thunderbolt Kids is playing an instrument on the beach! Who is it and what instrument is it?
Let’s look at examples of western and African instruments. We will look at musical instruments in which you blow, and at musical instruments where you pluck the strings. There are lots of similarities in the instruments of these two cultures.

**ACTIVITY:** Musical instruments from two different cultures

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Study the examples of musical instruments shown in the following table.
2. Pay special attention to how each one is played and the material they are made from.
3. Answer the questions which follow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Western Culture</th>
<th>African Culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flute</td>
<td>Kwela Flute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Horn</td>
<td>Kudu Horn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harp</td>
<td>Krar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violin</td>
<td>Traditional Musical Bow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VISIT**
How a flute is made (video).
[goo.gl/XW0qd](http://goo.gl/XW0qd)
QUESTIONS:

Compare the instruments by filling in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>How it is played?</th>
<th>What is it made from?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwela Flute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French horn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kudu horn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional musical bow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
QUESTIONS

Remember when we spoke about input and output energy? What do you think is the input energy and output energy for most musical instruments?

______________________________

Let’s now make our own musical instruments!

ACTIVITY: Design and make your own musical instrument

The Thunderbolt Kids want to participate in the local Art Festival after the holidays. They want to make a band of four and participate in the section for Indigenous Bands. Any instruments used must be indigenous instruments which are hand made.

The Thunderbolt Kids want a variety of different instruments. Sophie can play the flute so she would like an instrument which she can play by blowing, such as a whistle or pan pipes. Tom likes to play his electric guitar, but he can’t use this as the instruments need to be traditional and handmade, so Tom needs an instrument which he can play by plucking strings. JoJo loves playing the drums and Farrah likes to dance with a shaker!

Check out their photo which they had taken for their poster to advertise for the festival!
The problem is, none of the Thunderbolt Kids have an instrument to play. So you need to help one of them to design and make a musical instrument.

**DESIGN BRIEF:**

You need to design and make an instrument for one of the Thunderbolt Kids. Write a design brief below where you identify which Thunderbolt Kid you are going to help and which type of instrument you are going to make.

---

**INVESTIGATE:**

The next step in the Design Process is to investigate and do some research about the instrument that you are going to make. You can use books and the internet to do your research. Perhaps you know someone who plays this instrument?

We already looked at some instruments and what they are made from and how they are played.

Answer these questions when doing research about your instrument, on the next page.
1. How do you play the instrument?

2. What is it normally made from?

3. Is this instrument part of any culture and their traditional ceremonies?

4. What other interesting facts did you find out about this instrument?

DESIGN:

Now that you know a bit more about the instrument, you need to design how you are going to make your own.

**Your instrument has the following specifications:**

- It must make a sound by blowing on it or by plucking strings
- You must be able to play at least two different sounds

**Your instrument has the following constraints:**

- You must make it in class
Answer these questions:

1. What shape and size will your instrument be?

   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

2. What materials will you need to make it?

   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

3. What tools will you need to make it?

   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________

Now you need to draw some designs for your instrument. Use scrap pieces of paper to do your first designs. Once you are happy with your design, use the space below to draw your design. Label your drawing showing what materials you are going to use for the different parts.

When you are making your instrument you might get better ideas to improve the sound. So come back afterwards and draw on the bottom half of the page; show what you really decided to make.
MAKE:

Now make your instrument in class! After you have all finished making your instruments, take turns to play them for each other. Perhaps you can even form your own bands!
EVALUATE:

Answer the following questions on your musical instrument after you have finished making it and testing to see if it can be played.

1. Does your musical instrument look like your initial design?

2. How do you play your instrument?

3. Can you play two different sounds (notes) on your instrument? If not, why can’t you?

4. How would you improve your design so that your instrument makes a better sound or is easier to play?

COMMUNICATE:

Now, do not forget that we were trying to help the Thunderbolt Kids design and make musical instruments for their local arts festival!

Write a paragraph below where you tell the Thunderbolt Kid whom you decided to help about the musical instrument that you made.
Tell them what worked and what did not work, so that they can also learn from what you did and make a great instrument to play in their band!

Wow, thank you for helping us out with our band! We could not have done it without you!

**KEY CONCEPTS**

- Many musical instruments use movement input energy to work
- Many musical instruments have parts that can move or vibrate
- Sound is the main output energy of musical instruments
REVISION:

1. What do most musical instruments have in common that allow them to make music?

2. Sounds are caused by vibrations. What is a vibration?

3. How do you make a sound on a guitar? And how do you think the shape of the guitar helps to make the sound louder?

4. What does the word "indigenous" mean?

5. What is your favourite musical instrument? Explain how it looks, how you would play it, and why you like it so much.
4.1 Vibrations and sound

We have seen that musical instruments make sounds through vibrations. You saw in the previous chapter that when you plucked the strings on some instruments the strings vibrated and made sound.

We can hear and feel vibrations

We know that vibrations cause sound. But can sound also cause vibrations?

ACTIVITY: Observing vibrations

MATERIALS:

- a deep glass dish
- cling film
- some rice grains (or any other small, dry particles)
INSTRUCTIONS:

Part A:

1. Cover the bowl with the cling film.
2. Make sure it is tightly covered, but not too tight to start tearing.
3. Put the rice grains between the middle and the edge of the clingfilm.
4. Tap the cling film lightly. Do this away from where you put the rice grains.
5. Now tap it harder.
6. Do you see that your rice grains are moving or jumping up and down?

Part B:

Can you get the rice grains to jump using just your voice? When they jump you know the cling film is vibrating.

1. Hum over the bowl. Near the clingfilm but away from the rice grains.
2. Make your voice deep and try again.
3. Make your voice high and try again.

VISIT
Sounds causing water vibrations (video).
http://goo.gl/7id8p
5. Try SHOUTING, but do not blow on the cling film or the rice. Your sound must make the rice jump about, not your breath.

QUESTIONS:

1. What happens to the rice grains when you tap the cling film?

2. When you hum, the cling film vibrates? Explain why there is a vibration.

So what did we learn from this activity?

- Tapping the cling film gives it energy to vibrate.
- The rice grains are only there so we can see the vibrations. They do the job well!
- Making a sound near the cling film causes the rice grains to move.
- This means the cling film is vibrating from the sound.
- Sound causes vibrations that you can see.

Can we feel vibrations too? Let’s find out!
**ACTIVITY:** How do we make sound when we talk or sing?

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Rest your hand gently on your neck and hum.
2. Make low humming sounds and higher humming sounds.
3. What do you hear?

4. What do you feel?

There is a vibration in your throat when you hum which you could feel with your hand. It causes the sound you make when you speak and when you shout and when you sing.

*Can you see the vocal chords which vibrate to make a sound when we talk or sing?*
What is vibrating in your throat? You have vocal chords in your throat. As air moves over them they vibrate. As they vibrate they cause sound. Look at the picture below. The vocal chords are almost like the layer of cling film over the bowl in the previous activity which vibrates.

So we make sounds when our vocal chords vibrate, but how do we hear sounds? In your ear you have eardrums. Eardrums helps us to hear the sound. Your eardrum acts like the clingfilm. Your eardrums vibrate when a sound goes into your ear. This is how you hear sounds!

The human ear is actually made of many small parts! Your outer ear is what you can see on the sides of your head. Your inner ear is inside your skull and made of small bones. Look at the picture below. Can you see the eardrum which vibrates? This vibration then bumps the little bone next to it and the brain can read this as a sound.
Wow, that all sounds quite complicated! And it’s all happening in both my ears every time I hear a sound!

That’s right Jojo, the human body is amazing!

**Vibrations travel through a material**

Sound vibrations need a material to travel through. We call this material a medium. When you are listening to your teacher talk in class, the sound vibrations are travelling through the air to your ears.

**ACTIVITY:** How does sound travel through air?

**INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Get a group of your friends and stand in a straight row.
2. Stand side by side all facing the same way. Your shoulders must not touch, but you must be close.
3. Each one of you is an air particle.
4. Two more friends must stand at the ends of the row. One friend is a vocal chord. The other friend is the eardrum.
5. The “vocal chord” must bump the first “air particle” and move back and stand still.
6. The first “air particle” must bump the second “particle” and then move back and stand still.
7. The second air “particle” must do the same to the third and move back and stand still and so on...

8. When the last air particle bumps the eardrum, the eardrum moves and then stand still

So sound is able to move from where it is made to where it is heard by air particles vibrating and passing the vibration from one particle to the next particle.

But does sound travel through other materials?

**ACTIVITY: Making a telephone**

**MATERIALS:**

- Two old tin cans or two yogurt containers (ask an adult to make sure the tin cans have no sharp edges that might cut someone!)
- Some string (2 to 5 m long).

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Work in pairs.
2. Ask your teacher to make a small hole at the bottom of each of the tins. You want to connect the two tins with the string.
3. Tie a big knot at one end of the string.
4. Pull the string through the hole in one of the tins. The knot must be on the inside of the tin.
5. Feed the other end of the string through the hole in the other tin. Feed it from outside the tin.
6. Tie a big knot at the end of the string.
7. Now you have a funny sort of telephone!
8. Get a friend to hold one tin to his or her ear.
9. Take turns to speak into the tin and listening to your friend speak to you.

**QUESTION:**

1. Why does this tin-telephone work? How does the sound you make get to your friend? After discussing this in class, write down your answer below.


Let’s do another fun activity to see how sound travels through other mediums!

**ACTIVITY:** Secret code through a wall

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Work in pairs.
2. Make up a secret tap code: maybe three quick taps means hello. You can make up words using taps.
3. Sit on opposite sides of a wall with your partner.
4. Put your ears to the wall and talk with your tap code through the wall.
5. You may have to knock if tapping is too soft.
Let’s summarize what we have learned about sound and how vibrations move:

- Sound must travel through something.
- Your voice can travel through air.
- Your voice can travel through string.
- The tapping sounds can travel through a wall.
- We say that sound needs a medium to travel through.
- The medium your voice travels through is air.
- Sound travels through wood and bricks.
- Sound travels very well in solids.

QUESTIONS

1. Why does sound travel well through solids?

   ______________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________
2. Whales communicate (talk to each other) under water even when they are very far from each other. Explain how the sound that one whale makes travels to another whale.

DID YOU KNOW?

After an earthquake people may be trapped under broken buildings. Survivors are sometimes found days after an earthquake. They make tapping noises against the walls which are then heard with sensitive equipment.

What happens when there is no medium? If you are able to watch the video of a bell ringing in a vacuum, then do so. Sound needs a medium to be able to travel. A vacuum is where there is no air or any other matter. So do you think you will be able to hear a bell ringing in a vacuum?!

QUESTIONS

Can sound travel from the Moon to the Earth? Why?

Making sounds

Sometimes you need to speak softly when you whisper a secret to a friend. But other times you need to shout loudly to your friend on the other side of the playing field! Sounds have different volumes.

Also, a mouse makes a very squeaky, high sound. But a lion makes a low growl. The sounds that these animals make have different pitches.
**ACTIVITY:** Let’s make sounds with an elastic band

**MATERIALS:**

- The biggest elastic or rubber band you can find (a hair band will not work very well)

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Work in pairs.
2. Cut your elastic band in one place to make one long elastic strip.
3. One partner must hold the elastic at both ends.
4. The other partner can pluck the elastic to make it move.
5. Try to make loud and soft sounds with your elastic.
6. Try to make high and low sounds as well. (High sounds are squeaky like a mouse, low sounds are deep like a lion’s growl)

*The elastic makes a sound when it moves.*

**QUESTIONS:**

1. Describe how you made the sound loud.

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
2. Describe how you made a high sound.

3. Describe the movement of the elastic band.

In this activity we have seen that movement causes vibration that causes sound. Different types of movement cause different sounds.

- When the elastic is plucked (pulled) hard the sound is loud. You can see the elastic makes big movements.
- When it is plucked gently (pulled just a little) the sound is soft. You can see the elastic makes small movements.
- When the elastic is looser and your partner’s hands were closer together, the sound has a lower pitch. Did you see the elastic move slower?
- When the elastic is tighter and your partner’s hands were farther apart, the sound has a higher pitch. Did you see the elastic move quicker?

**What we have learnt about volume:**

- Soft sounds are caused by small vibrations.
- Loud sounds are caused by big vibrations.

**What we have learnt about pitch:**

- A high sound is made by fast vibrations.
- A low sound is made by slow vibrations.
ACTIVITY: Making a water marimba

MATERIALS:

- Six or more glass bottles or jars (they must all be the same kind)
- Water

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Pour a small amount of water into one bottle.
2. Pour a lot of water into another bottle.
3. Pour water into the other bottles - all bottles must have different amounts of water as shown in the picture.
4. Arrange the bottles from the fullest to the emptiest, like in the picture below.
5. Blow over the mouth of the bottles or tap them with a pencil.
6. You have made a water marimba!
7. Try making up a song.

A water marimba.
QUESTIONS:

1. If you hit the bottles with the same strength, which bottle made the highest sound?

2. If you hit the bottles with the same strength, which bottle made the lowest sound?

3. Compare the sound made by the same bottle when you tap it gently or tap it hard.

What did we learn from our water marimba:

- The height of water in the bottle changes the pitch of the sound made.
- When you tap a bottle gently or hard, you change the volume of the sound.

How can we make sounds louder? Have you ever seen someone talking over a megaphone? A megaphone makes our voices louder and travel further. Let’s make our own megaphone.
ACTIVITY: Make a megaphone

MATERIALS:

• Thin cardboard or stiff paper
• Sticky tape
• A pair of scissors

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Roll the card or paper into a funnel shape. There must be a hole at the narrow end (about 5cm wide).
2. Tape the card so that the funnel will keep its shape.
3. Neaten up the funnel. Use the pair of scissors to cut off any pointy bits at the two open ends.
4. If you have some extra paper you can make a handle for your megaphone. Decorate your megaphone.
5. Now you can speak or sing through the small opening.
6. Test the difference if you speak normally or into the megaphone.

Speak into your megaphone like this.
QUESTIONS:

1. The megaphone (also called a loudhailer) makes your voice sound louder. How do you think it does this? Discuss this as a class and write an answer down.

2. Is your voice really louder or does the funnel shape just make it seem that way?

Many instruments make sounds louder in some way. Wind instruments (tube instruments) use a tube as a funnel to make sounds seem louder, similar to what you did with the megaphone. String instruments do the same, but using a hollow shape.

ACTIVITY: Making sound louder with a box

MATERIALS:

- A cardboard shoe box or plastic box (a margarine tub or lunch box will work well)
- An elastic (rubber) band

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Stretch the elastic between your hands and ask a friend to pluck it.
2. Now pull the elastic band over the box. The elastic must be tight. If it is not tight use a smaller elastic or a bigger box.
3. Pluck the elastic.
4. Feel the sides of the box as the elastic vibrates. Can you feel that the box is also vibrating? You may put a few rice grains inside to show the vibration of the box.

The box makes the sounds louder.

Let’s summarize what we learned from this activity:

- The box makes the sound seem louder.
- The box vibrates with the elastic.
- The vibrations of the box make sound inside the box.
- This makes the sound seem louder.
- Some musical instruments have a hollow shape.
- The sound is reflected inside the hollow.
- The walls of the hollow shape also vibrate as the sound echoes inside.
- This makes the sound seem louder.

Do you know what an echo is? An echo is when the sound bounces back off a surface and you hear it many times. Look at the picture below.
An echo occurs when sound bounces back off a surface and you hear it again.

QUESTIONS
Why do you think a guitar has a big hollow base?

4.2 Noise pollution

There are many kinds of pollution. Unfortunately we are familiar with litter lying around the pavements and waste and rubbish in our rivers and dams. This is ground and water pollution.

Litter polluting the side of the road. Look at the pollution in this pond!

Air pollution is when smoke and chemicals end up in the air which means it is not good for us to breathe it in.
Can you see the air pollution in this city which makes it look smokey? This is called smog.

There are other types of pollution as well, including light and noise pollution. Noise pollution is any sound that continues for a long time and is loud, unpleasant or harmful to our ears.

**ACTIVITY:** Identifying noise pollution

**QUESTIONS:**

1. List five sounds that are very noisy. Sounds that can hurt your ears. Or just sounds that are difficult to live with.

   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________

2. Look at the picture of a learner in a very noisy environment. Identify all the sources of noise pollution.
3. List some sounds that are sometimes not noisy, but other times can be noisy.

4. Are there any noises at school which you find distract you during class and cause a disruption? This is also noise pollution. Write down some of these, and also some ways which you think your class could minimize the noise pollution in your class.
**ACTIVITY:** Role Play about noise pollution

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. You are going to role play a situation where noise may cause a problem. Do this in pairs.

2. Choose an activity that may be noisy (watching television, playing music, drilling holes with an electric drill, or any other activity you can think of).

3. One of you must be the person doing this activity. You must have your own reasons for making the “noise”. You must also have your own ideas about how much noise you are making.

4. The other person must be nearby. This person feels that the first person is making too much “noise”. You must have your own ideas about what too much “noise” is.

5. Act out a discussion for the class between the two members of the group.

Think about the following:

The person who is making the “noise” has rights. The person who is complaining also has rights. Can you get along? Can you come to an agreement? Can you make a compromise?

Each person has their own idea about noise. We need to get along with each other. No one likes to feel uncomfortable. Always be aware of the comfort of others. We also need to understand that sometimes noisy activities are necessary. Always remember: What is okay for you may not be okay for someone else.

**Loud noise can damage your ears**

Noise pollution makes the area we live or work in very unpleasant. Noise pollution can be harmful and cause permanent damage to hearing. Even music that is too loud is noise pollution.

Most outdoor noise pollution comes from construction sites and noise from cars and trucks. If you live near an airport, there is a lot of noise pollution from the sounds made by the aeroplanes.
• Loud sounds can damage your hearing.
• Doctors have found that people who work with very loud machinery become hearing-impaired when they are still young.
• They have also found that loud music can also cause hearing loss. Powerful amplifiers and speaker systems can be bad for your hearing. Headphones playing loud music can damage your hearing.
• Do not listen to very loud music, especially through ear phones.
• Some people are born with a hearing problem and they can use hearing aids to help them hear better.

At times, noise pollution cannot be avoided. Some factories and building sites are noisy places.

Animals can be harmed by noise pollution. A good example is the whale. Whales communicate with each other by making sounds. The sound can travel over long distances through the water from the one whale to the next. When there are lots of ships present, they make additional noise. Water carries these noises very well and very far. This makes it difficult for whales to communicate with each other. This can cause whales to get lost in the ocean.

A hearing aid is very small and fits inside the ear of a hearing-impaired person.

A construction worker wearing ear muffs to protect his ears.

A race horse with ear muffs on its ears.
QUESTIONS
Can you see the ears of the race horse are covered? Why do you think this is so?

KEY CONCEPTS
- Musical instruments make sound through vibrations
- Vibrations can be heard and felt
- Sound travels away from the moving part that is vibrating
- Sound needs a medium (material) to travel through
- Sounds can be loud or soft (volume)
- Sounds can be high or low (pitch)
- Sound can be unpleasant and harmful
- Loud sounds can damage hearing
1. Why is sound important to us?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

2. You built a "telephone" with a string joining two tins. Explain how your telephone works.

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

3. If a sound is made on the moon, it cannot be heard even on the moon. Explain why.

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

4. Whales can talk to each other over hundreds of kilometers in the ocean. Do you think the particles in water are close together like in a solid or far apart like in a gas?

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

5. When your doctor has to check your heartbeat she uses a special instrument. It is called a stethoscope.
A stethoscope is simply a long tube of air with a membrane on the side that goes on the patient’s chest or back. Explain how you think a stethoscope works.

A doctor using a stethoscope.

6. When you listen to the radio or TV, you can adjust the volume. What happens to the vibrations making the sound when you increase the volume?

7. What makes some sounds pleasant, while other sounds are unpleasant?

8. List three jobs where there is loud noise.
9. The people doing these jobs, are in danger of damaging their hearing. Give them some advice on how to protect their ears.

10. Why is the man in the picture below wearing ear muffs over his ears?

A man wearing ear muffs.

11. Why is it a health risk to expose yourself and youngsters to loud music?
Earth and Beyond and Systems and Control
1.1 Features of the Earth

The Earth is our home. It is the planet that we live on. Our Earth is a very special planet, which is why we can live on it. Let’s have a look at why Earth is special.

Features on the surface of the Earth

Earth is the place where all people live. The ground under your feet is part of the Earth. We live on the surface of the Earth. The surface is the outside of the Earth. Miners can dig deep tunnels under the surface of the Earth.

Plants grow in soil. The soil comes from rock that was deep under the ground. Rain washes soil away and it exposes the rock. We say that the rain erodes the soil and the rock as it breaks little pieces off and washes it away.

As the rain erodes the surface of the earth it makes hills and valleys, rivers and seas. The features of the Earth are the hills and valleys, rivers and seas. Look at the following pictures showing the different features of Earth’s surface.
The Orange River.

There are lots of rocks in this landscape.

The rocky sea shore on the Garden Route.

A deep valley between the mountains.

Hills and flat farmlands.

A river surrounded by mountains.

DID YOU KNOW?

The longest river in the world is the Nile River. It is 6650 km long.

Do you remember when we looked at the habitats on Earth in Term 1 in Life and Living? These habitats are influenced by the features of the Earth.
**ACTIVITY:** Habitats on Earth

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
1. Look at the pictures again on the page before this activity showing different features of the Earth’s surface.
2. Answer the questions below.

**QUESTIONS:**
1. Name some of the living things you can find on the Earth.

2. In the pictures, where do the birds live?

3. In the pictures, where do fish live?

4. Where can cattle live?

5. What kind of animals can live in deserts? A desert is a place with almost no water.
6. What kinds of animals live in forests?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

7. A habitat is a place where animals can find food, water, shelter and have their babies. Habitats have unique features, such as the rocky shore habitat has crashing waves and big rocks. Name four habitats that you have seen in the pictures.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

8. Name four non-living things you can see in the picture.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

The Earth has air in the atmosphere. Air is all around you and it moves. When air moves, we call it wind. You know when air moves because you can feel a wind blowing. When you look up at the sky, you sometimes see clouds. The clouds move in the air. Although you cannot see air, it is still a feature of Earth, like the rocks and soil which make up the mountains and hills and the water which makes up the rivers, seas and lakes.
QUESTIONS
1. Is there air high up in the sky? Give a reason for your answer.


2. Are clouds all equally high?


Sometimes, it is hard to see the features of the Earth if we are standing low on the ground. For example, you might be standing in a valley and then not be able to see all the surrounding mountains. Also, the features of the Earth look different depending on where you are viewing from. Do you think a bird flying in the sky will view the landscape the same as you if you are standing on the ground? Let's have a look.
ACTIVITY: What do things look like from above?

MATERIALS:
• pencil
• coloured pencils
• rubber

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Let’s look at what a bird sees when he flies over a boy. Can you see the bird flying over the boy in the picture below?
2. Answer the questions that follow.
QUESTIONS:
1. When the bird looks down, what does it see? Choose the right picture from (a), (b), (c) or (d) by drawing a circle around it.

2. Imagine you are a fly on the ceiling in the classroom. You look down and see the classroom. Now draw the classroom as the fly sees it using the space below. Draw the chalkboard, the cupboard, the door and the teacher's table. You don't have to draw the people. You can use some colour if you want to.

The next picture shows you a school as it looks to a bird flying over.
3. Labels have been given below for some objects in the picture. Draw the letters A, B, C and D onto the picture to label the correct objects.

- A is the gate
- B is the roof of the school
- C is the soccer field
- D is the tree

4. An aeroplane flies over the same school. This picture shows you how the school looks from an aeroplane; the aeroplane is flying higher than the bird.
5. Find the soccer field now. Label the soccer field on the picture.

6. Why is the soccer field much smaller than in the picture where the bird is flying over the school?

The town as seen by people in an aeroplane flying high over head.

8. In the picture, label the river, a road and a cloud.
What we have seen in this activity is that as you go higher and higher up, the objects appear smaller and smaller. So, when photographs are taken from an aeroplane or helicopter, we get a better idea of the features of the Earth's surface and we can see more. If we go even higher up and up and up into space then we can't go in an aeroplane anymore. Then astronauts fly up in a spacecraft. In the picture below you see what South Africa looks like to people in a spacecraft high above South Africa.

This is what people in a spacecraft see when looking at South Africa from space.

**ACTIVITY: Looking at the Earth from Space**

Now look at the picture. An astronaut in a spacecraft took this photo.

*Planet Earth. This is how the Earth looks from a spacecraft very far above the ground.*
QUESTIONS:
1. What shape is the Earth?

2. Find Africa in the photo. Point to it with your finger.
3. What are the blue parts of the photograph?
4. What are the white things in the photograph?
5. Where is Earth's air, in the photograph?
6. Is there more sea or more dry land on the surface of the Earth? Look at the picture and work out your answer.

 Continents and islands

A continent is one big piece of land on the Earth. A continent has many countries. Africa is a continent with more than 50 countries.

The Earth has seven continents, they are:
1. Africa
2. North America
3. South America
4. Asia
5. Europe
6. Australia
7. Antarctica

**QUESTIONS**
Which continent do we live on?

Do you know what a globe is? A globe is a model that shows what the Earth looks like. The globe shows you the continents of the Earth, and the oceans. The blue parts of the globe are the oceans. Sometimes it is hard to talk about different parts of the Earth without being able to see them, so we use a globe.

**ACTIVITY:** Find the continents on a globe

**MATERIALS:**
- a globe

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
1. Find the continent of Africa on the globe. Show the edges of Africa with your finger.
2. Show with your finger where South Africa is in Africa.
3. Show where these countries are on the globe: Namibia, Mozambique, Zimbabwe and Botswana. These are our neighboring countries.
4. The picture below is a flat map of all the continents. This is what the continents look like, if you take the paper cover off the globe and spread it out flat on a table. Find the continents on the globe and write their names onto this flat map.

An island is some land with water all around it. Madagascar and Mauritius are African countries that are islands.

**ACTIVITY: Islands**

**MATERIALS:**
- An atlas or a globe
- Information on an island of your choice
- Pictures of this island
- Colouring in pencils
- Scissors

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
1. Look in your atlas or on your globe and find an island along the coast of South Africa.
2. Bring information on that island to school.
3. Your information must cover the following questions:

   a. What is the name of the island?

   b. On which coast of South Africa do we find this island?

   c. Which South African city or town is the closest to this island?

   d. In which ocean is this island situated?

   e. How big is the island?

   f. Do people live on this island? Why or why not?

   g. Why is this island important?

   h. Why is it an island and not a continent?
4. Use the space provided to make an information brochure about the island.

QUESTIONS

What is the difference between a continent and an island?

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
The oceans and seas

Most of the Earth is covered by water, and you can see this on the map. When astronauts go into space, all the water on our planet makes it look mostly blue. This is why we call Earth the Blue Planet.

**ACTIVITY:** Find the oceans on the globe

**MATERIALS:**
- a globe

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
1. Turn the globe around and find these oceans: the Indian Ocean, the Atlantic Ocean, the Pacific Ocean.
2. Now write the names of those three oceans on the flat map of the world.

**QUESTION:**
1. Is there more dry land or more water on the surface of the Earth?
Many people use both the words “ocean” and “sea” when talking about the ocean. But, when we are talking about the Earth’s surface, it is important to know that there is a difference between an ocean and a sea.

An ocean is a very large mass of water which covers a huge part of the Earth’s surface. A sea is much smaller than an ocean and a sea is normally surrounded by land on some sides.

1.2 The Earth in Space

The Earth is a planet in space. From the Earth we can see the Sun, Moon and stars. Space begins about 100 km up from the Earth’s surface. Space is a very strange and foreign place to us, which is why humans have been so interested in what goes on in Space for thousands of years. There is no air in Space either.

Let’s look more at Earth in relation to Space!

The Earth is shaped like a ball

We saw that Earth is shaped like a ball. Something that is shaped like a soccer ball is called a sphere. We see the shape of Earth when we go very high and get far away from it, for example an astronaut in a spaceship can see the shape of Earth when looking out the window of the spaceship and back at Earth.

But if we look out of the classroom window, the Earth looks flat, not ball-shaped. Many people long ago believed that the Earth is
flat, because it **looks** flat. It is so big that we can’t see that it is curved.

Pretend you are an ant on a soccer ball. You are so small that the ball looks flat. You can't see the other side of the ball, and you can't see that it is a ball. Look at the picture of the ant on the soccer ball. All the ant can see is a flat surface. He does not even know he is on a round ball because it is so much bigger than he is!

This is the same as us on Earth. We are so small compared to the Earth that when we are standing on the surface, the Earth looks flat to us. We cannot see that the Earth is actually round unless we look at pictures of the earth taken from Space!

*If I am standing in South Africa, which is near the bottom of the sphere, why don’t I fall off the Earth’s surface?!*
QUESTIONS
Why don’t we fall down off the Earth, if the Earth is a ball?

ACTIVITY: Which way is up and down on Earth?

MATERIALS:
• the classroom globe
• a pencil
• a rubber

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read this paragraph and answer the questions.
When a pencil falls off your table, it falls because the Earth and the pencil pull each other with the force of gravity. The force of gravity pulls everything towards the centre of the Earth. But remember that the Earth is shaped like a ball. The picture shows you which way the force of gravity pulls on things.
2. Look at the classroom globe again, and find South Africa and England on the globe.

3. Now look at the picture; it shows Jojo standing in South Africa; when he drops the ball it falls towards his feet and he says that direction is the downwards direction.

4. Now look at Sophie in England. When she drops an orange, it falls towards her feet and she says that is the downwards direction. So for both of them, the downwards direction is towards the centre of the Earth.

**QUESTION:**

1. Find the Congo on the globe, and then look at the picture. Tom is standing in the Congo. Draw an arrow there to show the direction the ball will fall from Tom's hand.

Down means “towards the centre of the Earth”! There is a force which pulls objects together. This is called gravity. We are pulled towards the centre of the Earth because of gravity.

**KEY CONCEPTS**

- The Earth is a planet. There are seven other planets moving around the Sun.

- The features of the Earth are the land with mountains and valleys, the water in dams, lakes, rivers and seas, and the air all around the Earth.

- Very big areas of land are called continents, and areas of land with water all around them are called islands.

- Living things grow on the land and in the water. The Earth has many habitats for many different living things.

- If we go up high above the Earth, everything looks different to the way it does when we are on the ground.
REVISION:
1. A person's nose and eyes and mouth are **features** of his or her face. Name four **features** of the Earth.

2. The Earth is shaped like a ball. People do not fall down off the ball. What is the reason for that?

3. List the 7 continents of the Earth.

4. Name an island near South Africa.
5. If we look up into the sky during the day, we can see objects up there. At night, we can see different objects up there.

Complete the table. The first two answers are there already.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Things I can see in the day</th>
<th>Things I can see at night</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birds</td>
<td>Stars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Which of these things you wrote in the table are higher than other things? Write these things in order. Write the thing that is nearest the ground first, and write the one that is highest last. Grass grows on the ground, so you write “grass” first.
7. Complete these sentences. Write out the **whole sentence** on the open lines, and use some of the words in the word-box to complete your sentence.

**Word box:**
- water
- continent
- Blue Planet
- one part
- clouds

a. The planet Earth looks blue and white from space. It is called the ______ because it is covered with ______ and ______.

b. A continent is a large piece of land. For example, Africa is a ______ and South Africa is just ______ of Africa.
Now that we have learnt about our planet, Earth, let’s move out into Space and learn more about the Sun!
KEY QUESTIONS

• What is the Sun made of?
• What are stars made of?
• How far away is the Sun?
• The Sun looks so small in the sky, so how can it be bigger than the earth?
• Why is the Sun so important to us and all living things on earth?

2.1 The Sun is the closest star

We call the Sun a star. But you probably thought that you could only see stars at night? And why does the Sun look so much bigger than the other twinkling stars? This is because the Sun is the closest star to us on Earth. The other stars in the sky are much, much further away. Let's find out more about the Sun.

The Sun during different stages of the early morning.
The Sun is a huge ball of very hot gas

Our Sun is really a very hot, very big ball of hydrogen gas. The gas is changing into helium gas, all the time, and this change gives off energy which makes the Sun very hot.

The Sun looks like this through a special camera.

The temperature of the Sun is about 5 500 degrees celsius on the surface. 5 500 degrees celsius is hot enough to melt rocks!

The Sun has dark spots on it that we can see with special cameras. The dark spots move on the surface of the Sun as the gas in the Sun is moving all the time. In the photo you can see that the Sun throws out huge streams of hot gas. Can you see this in the bottom left of the picture?

The Sun is very much bigger than the Earth

The Sun may look smaller than the Earth up in the sky. But this is actually because it is very, very far away. The Sun is much bigger than the Earth.

ACTIVITY: How big is the Sun, compared to the Earth?

MATERIALS:
• a piece of pavement
• a ruler or tape measure
• a piece of string longer than 60 cm
• a piece of chalk

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Draw a circle 1 cm in diameter on the pavement with the piece of chalk. This represents the Earth.
2. Now, move about 1.5 to 2 meters away from the little Earth and give yourself enough space to draw the Sun.

3. Draw a circle 108 cm in diameter - this represents the Sun.

4. **To draw a circle with a diameter of 108 cm**, tie a string around the chalk. Measure 54 cm of string from the chalk and tie a knot there. Hold the knot on the board and move the chalk around the knot to draw a circle.

**QUESTIONS:**

1. If the Sun is so much bigger than the Earth, why does it look so small to us?

The pavement drawing shows the Earth quite close to the Sun. The Earth is actually very far from the Sun. It is 150 million kilometres from the Earth. That is 150,000,000 kilometres.

That is a really long way from the Earth to the Sun. If you went in a car at freeway speed of 120 km/h, you would have to travel for 146 years to reach the Sun. So, the Sun is far away and it is very big and very hot.

If the Sun is so far away, why does it look as big as it does? The Sun is so big that it is difficult for us to understand how big it really is. A model can help us to understand.

**ACTIVITY:** Use a model to show how far the Earth is from the Sun.

**MATERIALS:**

- a grain of rice; break it in half.
- a soccer ball
- space to move, such as the playground or soccer field

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Look at the picture below.
2. One learner stands in a place where there is a lot of room all around them. This learner holds the soccer ball; this ball represents the Sun.

3. Another learner stands next to her and holds the half-grain of rice. It represents the Earth.

4. The learner holding the rice walks away from the learner holding the soccer ball with 24 of the biggest steps he can make. That distance is about 24 metres. The 24 metres represents the distance from the Sun to the Earth.

5. Now the learner carries the half-grain of rice, walking to walk to his right side. He must always stay 24 metres from the soccer ball. If he does this he will walk in a circle around the soccer ball.

This model shows us that the small Earth moves in a circle around the big Sun.

The soccer ball represents the Sun, and the half-grain of rice represents the Earth.

QUESTIONS:

1. Stand 24 metres away from the soccer ball. Hold up one finger in front of you, and cover the soccer ball with your nail. Is the soccer ball really as big as your fingernail?
2. Why does the ball look as big as your nail?

The Sun is so big that thousands and thousands of Earths can fit inside the Sun. In the picture you can see how their sizes compare.

*This is how the size of the Earth compares to the size of the Sun. The Earth is not really this close to the Sun.*

**The Sun is the closest star to Earth**

Our Sun is like the stars we see in the sky at night. Many of those stars are very much bigger than the Sun. They look small because they are so very far away. All the stars are made of gas that is glowing and very hot.

Do you know what a telescope is? It is like a big pair of very strong binoculars which let us view the objects in outer space. Without a telescope we can see about 2 500 stars, but when we use a telescope we can see millions of stars.
Hundreds of thousands of stars seen through the Hubble telescope.

Stars that look orange-reddish are not as hot as the Sun, and stars that look blue-white are much hotter than the Sun.

**ACTIVITY:** The colours of stars tell us about their temperatures

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
1. Look at the photo below and answer the questions that follow.

*This is a photograph from NASA of the Star cluster of Omega Centauri, showing all the different colourful stars.*
QUESTIONS:
1. Are there more red or blue stars in this picture?

2. Which of the stars are the hottest?

3. What colour star is the Sun?

The Sun is the nearest star to Earth. The second-nearest star is called Proxima Centauri. Light from the Sun takes 8 minutes to reach your eyes, but light from Proxima Centauri takes over 4 years to reach your eyes. The Voyager 1 is a spacecraft that launched from Earth many years ago. It is travelling away from the Sun so fast at a speed of 17 kilometers every second! If Voyager were to travel to Proxima Centauri it would take more than 73 000 years to arrive.

**The Sun is important to life on Earth**

Without the Sun, life on Earth would not be possible. It would be completely dark and freezing cold. In other words, the Sun provides us with light and heat. Because of this light and heat, many other things become possible.

The Sun sends out heat and light to the Earth. The Earth gets only a small part of the heat and light that the Sun sends out but even that is enough to make us feel uncomfortable on a hot day!

DID YOU KNOW?

Many early cultures saw the Sun as a deity or god because of the Sun’s huge influence on Earth. For example, Ancient Egyptians had a sun god called Ra.

We hang our washing outside to dry. The heat from the sun helps the clothes to dry.

People used to tell the time using a sun dial like this one.
QUESTIONS
What else can you think of that the sun helps with on Earth?

Some people have special heaters on the roofs of their houses. These are called solar water heaters. They use the heat energy from the Sun to heat water for bathing and washing.

DID YOU KNOW?
Light from the Sun reaches the Earth in about 8 minutes!

Unfortunately the sun also has harmful effects on Earth, and especially on people if we do not protect ourselves properly.

When there is not enough rain water, drought can occur.

The Sun can damage your skin if you are not careful and do not put suncream on when outside.
• The Sun is a star. It is a very, very big ball of gas. It is more than a million times bigger than the Earth!

• Earth is 150 million kilometres from the Sun. That is a very long distance.

• The Sun is so hot that it gives the Earth all the light and heat we need.

• The nearest other star is so far away it looks like a dot made with a pin on paper.
Revision: Revision

Write out these sentences and complete them. Choose some of the words from the word box to complete the sentences. Write out the whole sentence.

Word box: (You do not need to use all the words)
hydrogen gas
helium gas
plants
light
heat
half a grain of rice
Sun
a soccer ball
the Moon

1. When we compare the size of the Earth to the size of the _____, the Earth is the size of _____ compared to the size of a soccer ball.

2. The Sun gives ____ and ___ to the Earth. All ___ need light and heat.

3. The Sun is not burning like a wood fire. The Sun is hot because ____ is changing into ____.
KEY QUESTIONS

• Why does the Earth move in a circle around the Sun?
• Why must 365 days pass between my birthday and my next birthday?
• What is the solar system?

3.1 Moving around the Sun

Four months ago in the middle of the year, the days were short. The nights were cold and the Sun was low in the middle of the day. We are in the fourth term now. The days are longer and the Sun is much higher in the middle of the day. Soon we will have summer. Then winter will come again. The seasons repeat every year. We say that the seasons repeat in a cycle.

Cycle is when things happen the same way, again and again. For example, do you remember learning about the water cycle in Term 2 in Matter and Materials? This is a cycle. Water evaporates from the oceans, lakes and rivers and becomes water vapour. Then the water vapour condenses and becomes liquid water again.

Scientists explain why the seasons change in a cycle. They find that the Earth is moving around the Sun. Earth needs a year to go around the Sun once and come back to the same place. As the Earth moves around the Sun, we experience different seasons.

When it is summer in South Africa....  ....it is winter in England.
QUESTIONS
Name the four season and place them in the correct order starting with summer.

ACTIVITY: Make a model of the Earth moving around the Sun

MATERIALS:
• strong string about 5 metres long
• a ball in a plastic bag
• four thick rubber bands

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Join the bag to the string, with four rubber bands.
2. Someone must run with the ball in the bag to help you get it going.
3. Then swing the ball around as fast as you can, on the end of the string. The rest of the class must watch the plastic bag carefully to see whether the rubber bands stretch.
4. You see the learner swinging the ball around himself. The learner represents the Sun and the ball represents the Earth. If you look carefully at the rubber bands, you can see that the ball is pulling on the learner, and the learner is pulling on the ball.
5. Take turns to swing the ball; feel how hard you need to pull on the ball to keep it going around.

The ball orbits in a circle path around the learner.
QUESTIONS:

1. What do you feel as you swing the ball?

2. If the ball in its bag could feel, what would it feel?

3. If the string breaks, in what direction will the ball carry on travelling? Point with your hand to show your answer.

4. Why can you not see a circle in the picture above? Does the ball really move in a circle when you swing it?

5. The ball represents the Earth. You swing it quite fast, but how long does the Earth really need to go once around the Sun?

DID YOU KNOW?

Every 4 years we have a leap year. This is when there is an extra day in the year on 29 February. The next leap year is 2016.

The planet Earth orbits around the Sun in $365\frac{1}{4}$ days and we call that one year. As Earth moves to new positions around the Sun, we have four seasons: summer, autumn, winter and spring, and then summer comes again.

Now in Space, the Earth keeps on going around the Sun at more than 100,000 kilometres per hour. But there is no string pulling on the Earth, so what pulls on the Earth?

Gravity force pulls the Sun and the Earth towards each other.

There is no string in Space between the Earth and Sun! The Sun pulls on the Earth and the Earth pulls on the Sun with the forces of
gravity. The pull is so strong that it works at a distance of 150 million kilometers! Like the string, gravity force keeps the Earth moving in its orbit around the Sun, year after year.

3.2 The Earth and other planets

Some of the bright things we see in the sky at night are not stars, they are planets. Venus is the easiest planet to find because it is big and bright. You can find it in the evening just after the Sun has set, or in the morning just before the Sun rises. African names for Venus are iKhwezi and Naledi ya masa.

We can see the planet Venus near the sunset.

The differences between stars and planets

Stars are balls of very hot gas and they make their own light. Planets do not make their own light; they reflect light from the Sun. Planets are a long way from Earth but stars are much further away.

**ACTIVITY:** The differences between stars and planets

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Complete the table.

2. Choose sentences from the box below and write them under the heading “Planets”.

---

- planets
- orbit
- orbiting
- solar system
Choose the best sentence to write in the table

- Planets orbit around our Sun.
- Planets are not as far away as stars.
- We can see only 7 other planets in our solar system.
- Planets do not make their own light; they reflect the light from the Sun.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stars</th>
<th>Planets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stars are hot balls of gas that shine brightly and give out light and heat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We can see thousands of millions of stars with a telescope.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stars are very, very far away from us</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stars do not orbit around our Sun.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are eight planets moving in orbits around the Sun

Mars is another planet you can find on some nights. It has an orange colour.
The names of the planets are:

- Mercury
- Venus
- Earth
- Mars
- Jupiter
- Saturn
- Uranus
- Neptune.

We used to call Pluto a planet, but not anymore. Now it has been decided that Pluto, is not strictly speaking a planet anymore so there are only 8 planets. Pluto is now what is known as a “Dwarf Planet”. The decision to reclassify Pluto has been a long debate. Some of the facts which made scientists decide that Pluto is not a planet is that it is much smaller than any of the other planets. Unlike the other planets, Pluto also does not have a regular orbit around the Sun.

Here is a tip! To remember the names of the planets, say this rhyme: **My Very Eager Mom Just Served Us Nachos**. This is what each word stands for:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Rhyme</strong></th>
<th><strong>Planets</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very</td>
<td>Venus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eager</td>
<td>Earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mom</td>
<td>Mars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Served</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Us</td>
<td>Uranus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nachos</td>
<td>Neptune</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The planets all move around the Sun in orbits. The path of the
orbits are shown in the diagram. The Sun is the star at the centre of our solar system.

*DID YOU KNOW?*
The solar system formed around 4.6 billion years ago!

*DIAGRAM:*

*Drawing of the planets orbiting around the Sun. The planets are really much further away than you see here.*

The Sun and planets are called the solar system. A system is a set of parts that work together or push and pull on each other. The Sun and all the planets pull on each other as the planets move around the Sun.

**ACTIVITY:** The planets of the solar system

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
1. Look at diagram of the solar system again.
2. Answer the questions.
QUESTIONS:
1. Why do the planets all keep on moving in orbits around the Sun?

2. Which planet is the closest to the Sun?

3. Is Venus or Earth closer to the Sun?

4. Write the names of the planets in order, beginning from the one that is closest to the Sun.

5. Which planet is the coldest, do you think?

6. What is the reason that planet is the coldest?
3.3 The Sun and life

There are eight planets in the solar system. People often wonder if the other planets have creatures called aliens living on them. Perhaps you have seen movies about creatures from other planets. In this section you learn why Earth is the only planet that humans can live on. We need food and our food comes from plants.

INVESTIGATION: What happens to a plant that grows without light?

AIM (What do you want to find out?):

PREDICTION (What do you think will happen?):

APPARATUS (What you will need):
• a growing bean plant in a pot
• a small box with a lid that you can close.
• a bottle of water for the plant.

METHOD:
1. The bean plant must be growing well. Put the plant in a place where it gets light and where you can watch it every day.

2. Make a cut in the lid of the box and put the box over one branch with leaves. The box must be dark inside.

3. Give the plant a tablespoon of water every day and keep the plant healthy

4. After a week, open the box and look at the leaves that were growing inside.

5. Compare the leaves that grew in the dark with the leaves that grew in the light.
Put the small box over some leaves and make sure that light cannot reach those leaves

RESULTS (What you observed):

Draw two drawings of the plant. One drawing must be of the leaves that were covered in the box, the other drawing must be of the leaves that were exposed to the sunlight. Give your drawings a heading and labels.
CONCLUSION (What you learnt):

Write your conclusion from this investigation below.

________________________________________________________________________

How could you do this investigation better?

________________________________________________________________________

The light from the Sun helps plants on the Earth to grow. Look at the photo below here. All the leaves came from the same plant.

These leaves came from the same plant. The leaves on the top branch grew in light, but the leaves at the bottom branch grew without light.
QUESTIONS

1. What is the difference between the leaves on each branch? Write two sentences about the leaves. Begin like this "The leaves at the top of the picture are . . . ."

2. Why do the leaves look different, do you think? Write one reason why the leaves look different.

ACTIVITY: Why do most plants stop growing in winter?

In winter and summer, the grass, trees and other plants around you look different.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Complete this table. The answers under the heading "summer" are done for you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Summer</th>
<th>Autumn</th>
<th>Winter</th>
<th>Spring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In which months of the year do we have these seasons?</td>
<td>Late in November, December, January, February</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions</td>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>Autumn</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are most of the days cold, cool, warm or hot?</td>
<td>Most days are hot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How high is the Sun at the middle of the day?</td>
<td>Almost over our heads.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How long is the night? Short, long or medium?</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What happens to plants during this season?</td>
<td>Plants grow well</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draw a picture to show the season</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
QUESTIONS:

1. In winter, plants stop growing. Plants lose their leaves or they die. Why does this happen, do you think?

2. In spring, plants begin to grow again. Why does this happen, do you think?

3. Do you remember learning in Term 1 about what a plant needs to grow? Write these down below.

ACTIVITY: How is the Sun providing warmth and rain for South Africa?

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Look at the photo of Earth below. You have seen it before in this book.

2. Answer the questions about this picture.
This is the planet Earth; this photo was taken from a spacecraft far away from Earth.

QUESTIONS:
1. Is it daytime or nighttime in South Africa?

2. Is the weather cloudy or sunny in South Africa?

3. Where does the rain come from, to give water to the plants, animals and people? Write two or three sentences.
The Thunderbolt Kids had just learned about Earth and what the Sun provides Earth with. Sophie was sitting after class wondering if there are any other planets like Earth where people could also live.

QUESTIONS
Do you think people could live on other planets? Give a reason for your answer.

Earth is the only planet in our solar system with the right temperature for us to live on; it is not too hot and not too cold. Earth is at exactly the right distance from the Sun to be the perfect temperature to support life.

QUESTIONS
1. Some of the planets are too close to the Sun and they are too hot for anything to live on. Two very hot planets are:
2. Most of the planets are so far from the Sun that they are very cold. They are so cold that people could not live on them. Five examples of cold planets are:

- [Blank]
- [Blank]
- [Blank]
- [Blank]
- [Blank]

**KEY CONCEPTS**

- The Earth moves round the Sun
- The path of the Earth is called the orbit of the Earth.
- We have defined the time it takes the Earth to complete one orbit, a year.
- Some of the bright things we see at night in the sky are planets, and not stars.
- Earth is one of the eight planets in our solar system.
- Earth is the only planet that we could live on.

VISIT

NASA's kids site on the solar system.
goo.gl/t3v9Z

132 Earth and Beyond
REVISION:
1. What is at the centre of our solar system?

_____________________________________________________

2. Name the 8 planets in our solar system.

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

3. What do plants get from the sun that they need to grow?

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

4. What is the shape of the Earth's path around the Sun?

_____________________________________________________

5. What is the name of the Earth's path around the Sun?

_____________________________________________________

6. Why does the Earth move in a circle around the Sun?

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

Chapter 3. The Earth and the Sun
KEY QUESTIONS

• How can people travel in Space?
• How do I make my rocket go faster?
• How can I make my rocket go straight?

4.1 The Thunderbolt Kids need a rocket

Jojo, Sophie, Farrah and Tom are watching a fireworks display at a music festival. Rockets shoot up into the dark night sky and then they explode and send out showers of sparks.

Jojo asks his friends, "Can one of those rockets go to the Moon?".

Tom replies, "No, the Moon is 384 000 kilometres away - that's too far!"

Farrah says, "I don't want any rockets on the Moon - it's so beautiful the way it is."

Sophie then confirms, "But people HAVE been there! They used a rocket to go there. They walked around and they brought back some Moon rocks."
The Thunderbolts kids sit for awhile longer, gazing up at the beautiful fireworks with the moon in the background.

Farrah breaks the silence, “I saw a video of the astronauts on the Moon. They jumped around easily because they weighed less on the Moon.”

Jojo then has a great idea, “Come on, let’s make model rockets. We’ll pretend we are sending someone to the Moon!”

Everyone agrees and Tom even says, “I want a little astronaut on my rocket - I’ll write my name, Tom, on him!”

Now the Thunderbolt Kids want to design and make rockets. Their rockets will have a small model of a person on them. You must help them do this!

**QUESTIONS**

Write down two things you know about rockets.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

We now need to write a design brief for our project. A design brief tells what you are planning on doing and designing. It is normally quite short.

**QUESTIONS**

Write two sentences about what you are going to do. This is your design brief.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Chapter 4. Rocket Systems
4.2 How do rockets work?

The Thunderbolt kids must find out some things before they can design a rocket. In this section, the Thunderbolt Kids are going to investigate rockets. In Technology, a designer must find out what people have already made, and find out how those things work. We use the word “investigate”, which means find out.

Sophie is reading up about rockets that have been built in the past. She is investigating!

Investigate rockets that went to the Moon

People have used rockets to go into space and to travel to the moon. In 1969, a rocket called the Apollo 11 took three men to the Moon for the first time. Turn to the page later in the book on “Moon facts” in the chapter on the Moon and find the pictures and read about the journey.

QUESTIONS

1. Did the whole rocket go to the Moon?

2. Which part of the rocket went to the Moon?
3. How far did the spacecraft have to travel to reach the Moon?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

**Investigate rocket systems**

Once we leave the Earth’s upper atmosphere, there is no air between there and the Moon. The wings of aeroplanes work only when they move through air.

**QUESTIONS**

Can an aeroplane fly to the Moon? Give a reason for your answer.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Rockets therefore cannot move in space the same way that aeroplanes move through the air on Earth. So rockets need to move in other ways. Let’s have a look at making a simple model of a rocket to see how they move.

**ACTIVITY:** Make a rocket from a match

**MATERIALS:**
- a box of matches
- four rectangles of aluminium foil, 4 cm by 8 cm
- a pin
- a paperclip
INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Put the match on the square of foil and put the pin next to the match.

![Match, Pin, Foil, folded double]

2. Wrap the foil around the pin and head of the match.

![Foil wrapped around pin and match head]

3. Pull out the pin. This leaves a tiny tube for gases to escape.

![Pin removed, foil with tube]

4. Now you have a rocket. It is almost ready to launch. All you still need is a launch structure.

5. Bend the paperclip to make a structure as you see in picture.

![Bent paperclip structure]
6. Put your match rocket in the launch structure. Make sure the rocket points away from people.

7. Strike the other match and heat the head of your rocket.

8. Watch what happens!

QUESTIONS:

1. A rocket needs fuel. Fuel stores energy (Remember we learned about storing Energy in Term 3?) Where is the energy stored in this rocket?
So, what have we learned from this small model of a rocket using a match stick? When the match-head burns, it gives off hot gases. The hot gases try to expand upwards, sideways and downwards. To expand means to take up more space.

The gases that expands downwards escape from the nozzle at the back of the rocket. The hot gases shoot out from the nozzle and as a result, the rocket is pushed upwards.

**QUESTIONS**

Do a drawing of the rocket going up. Add these labels to your drawing: nose of the rocket; tail of the rocket, nozzle, hot gases coming out.

The rocket goes upwards because the hot gases shoot downwards out of the nozzle. The faster the gases go downwards, the faster the rocket goes upwards.
If the nozzle is very big, the gases get out too easily and so they do not shoot out fast. If the nozzle is too small, the gases cannot get out fast. So what is the best size for the nozzle? You can try different nozzle sizes for the match stick rocket to find out which one works the best.

**QUESTIONS**
What have you learned from this investigation?

**Investigate balloon rockets**
Have you ever blown up a balloon and then let it go. How did it fly? Did it go in a straight line? Probably not! It most likely flew all over the place! This is no good for a rocket. How do we make it fly straight?

*I have an idea to make the balloon go straight! Have a look in the next activity.*

**DID YOU KNOW?**
When you test something over and over again and change it each time to find the best solution, this is called testing it by "trial and error".
**ACTIVITY:** Help the balloon to fly straight

**MATERIALS:**
- 2 balloons
- fishing line, about 10 m long
- plastic straw
- sticky tape

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
1. Fasten the fishing line to something on one side of the room.
2. Put the other end of the fishing line through the plastic straw.
3. Now fasten the fishing line to the catch or handle of a window. Move the window so that the fishing line is tight and straight.
4. Blow up the balloon to the size of a loaf of bread and then use the sticky tape to fasten the balloon onto the straw. You see this in the diagram below.
5. Let the balloon go! The balloon moves away straight along the fishing line.

*Stretch the fishing line tight.*
6. Now blow up the balloon until it is as big as a soccer ball. Let it go.

7. Blown the balloon up to different sizes. You can use the number of breaths that you blow into the balloon as a variable, for example, 3 breaths, 5 breaths, 7 breaths. Each time release the balloon and measure with a ruler how long it goes along the fishing line. Record your results in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of balloon (number of breaths to blow up)</th>
<th>Distance moved (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use this information to now plot a line graph. The number of breaths that you blow the balloon up with is what you are changing, so this goes along the bottom horizontal axis, called the x-axis. The distance moved by the balloon along the line depends on how many breaths you blew into the balloon. So this goes along the vertical axis, called the y-axis. Your teacher will help you and show you how to plot the first point. Use the space below to draw your graph.
QUESTIONS:

1. Does the balloon move differently when you blow it up to a small size and a big size?

2. What is the difference between the ways the balloon moves when it is blown small and blown big?

3. Rockets that take astronauts to the Moon go up, not sideways. Think of a way to make the rocket go up and straight. The picture below will give you some ideas.
How well does the balloon fly if you hold the fishing line like this?

4. The next image shows you another way to help the balloon go straight. Make a balloon rocket like that and see if it flies straight.

Will this system make the rocket go straight?

So far we have done some investigations into rockets and researched how they move and work. The last thing to do is to
investigate a bit about the place we want to go - the Moon!

**ACTIVITY:** Investigate the Moon

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
1. You must find out about the Moon.
2. You can read Moon Facts in Chapter 5.
3. Answer the questions below.

**QUESTIONS:**
1. How far is the Moon from the Earth?

2. Does the Moon have air for you to breathe?

3. Is there air between the Earth and the Moon?

4. Could a bird fly from the Earth to the Moon? Give a reason for your answer.

5. Can a big airliner fly to the Moon? Give a reason for your answer.
4.3 Modelling a rocket

The Thunderbolt Kids are going to design and make rockets. To design means to use your knowledge and to think carefully about the thing you are going to make.

**ACTIVITY:** Designing, making and evaluating a rocket

**INVESTIGATE:**

The first step is to always investigate. We have already done quite a few investigations leading up to this. Go back and revise what you have learned.

**DESIGN:**

Now you need to use the information you have found out to come up with a design for your rocket.

Your rocket has the following specifications:

- your rocket must move by itself.
- your rocket must go further than 1 metre, upwards or sideways.
- your rocket must carry a small paper model of an astronaut.
- the astronaut must have the name of someone in the group.
- you must make your rocket in class, not at home.

Answer these questions:

1. What do you need to design?

2. What will the size and shape of your rocket be?
3. What materials are you going to use to build your rocket? Make a list of all the materials you will need. The image below shows some of the materials you can use. You do not need to use all of them and you can also use other things that are not in the picture.

The things you can use to make your rocket.

4. What tools are you going to need to make your rocket?
These are some tools to use.

5. Are there any other specifications and constraints that you can think of for your rocket?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Now you need to draw some designs for your rocket. Use scrap pieces of paper to do your first designs. Once you are happy with your design, use the space below to draw your design. Label your drawing showing what materials you are going to use for the different parts.

When you are making your rocket you will get better ideas so come back afterwards and draw on the bottom half of the page; show what you really decided to make.
MAKE:

Now make your rocket in class! You have to make your rocket according to your sketch and using the materials you identified.

Once you have all finished making your rockets, test them to see if
they go 1 m up into the air. Show the class how your rocket moves. The class will ask you how far it goes, and they will look for the little paper astronaut who rides on the rocket. Does anyone’s rocket go higher than 1 m?!

**EVALUATE:**

Answer the following question on the rocket that you have built after testing it.

1. Where did your rocket get its energy from to move?

2. How many centimetres did your rocket move?

3. Did your rocket move in a straight line?

4. What could you have done to make a better rocket?

**COMMUNICATE:**

Remember, the last part of the Design Process is to communicate what you found to others so they can learn from what you did.
I really want to know what you learned about designing rockets!

Write a paragraph below where you tell the Thunderbolt Kids about the rocket that you built, what worked and what did not work, so that they can also learn from what you did.

- Key Concepts

  - Aeroplanes cannot fly in Space because there is no air in Space
  - Rockets can move in Space
  - People have used rockets to go into space and to travel to the Moon
  - Rockets use stored energy to move
REVISION:
1. We cannot fly to the Moon in an aeroplane. Give a reason why we cannot.

2. Explain how a rocket moves.

3. Give a reason why the nozzle at the back of the rocket must be small.

4. What year did man first land on the Moon using a rocket?
5.1 Features of the moon

Remember when we looked at the features of the Earth. Now, let's take a look at the features of the moon. Let's go visit the Moon! You already built rockets in class. Now let's pretend that we are the astronauts on our rockets and we are going to explore the Moon.

The Moon is a ball of rock in Space

The Moon is very different to the Earth. The Moon is not a planet either! It is made of rock and it moves around the Earth in a circle. Remember how we spoke about the planets which orbit the Sun. The Moon does the same thing - it orbits around the Earth.
QUESTIONS
1. The moon has marks and shapes on it. What are those marks, do you think?

2. How could you find out what the marks on the face of the moon are?

Moon facts
• The Moon is 384,000 kilometres from Earth
• The Moon is made of rock and the surface is rock and grey sand.
• The Moon has no air and no water
• The Moon is smaller than the Earth
• People weigh less on the Moon than on Earth because the force of gravity is less on the Moon.
• The Sun is much further away from Earth than the Moon.

Exploring the Moon
In 1969, the rocket you see in the picture carried three men to the Moon for the first time. The rocket and spacecraft were called Apollo 11.
This picture shows the rocket blasting off and going up into Space. The rocket is as high as a 30-storey building.

The flame at the back is the hot gases coming out of the nozzle. The clouds on the side of the picture are the gases that hit the ground and blow dust sideways. The three men were called astronauts. They were in a small spacecraft on the nose of the rocket.

The big rocket burned up all its fuel and fell back to Earth, and landed in the sea. But the small spacecraft went on by itself to the Moon, and the astronauts were inside the spacecraft.

This is the space-craft that went to the Moon and landed there.
Let us imagine that we are in that rocket!

We travel through Space at 5 800 kilometres in every hour. After three days’ travel, we reach the Moon. We can see that the Moon is round, like a ball. We can see that the surface is rough, with mountains and many craters.

The surface is the outside of an object. You can rub your hand on the surface of your desk. A crater is a hole that was caused by something hitting a surface. If you throw a stone into sand, you make a crater in the sand.

What do we find on the Moon?

Read this story, or listen while your teacher reads it aloud:

The spacecraft goes down slowly to the Moon’s surface, blowing out a big cloud of dust. There is no air on the Moon, and so the dust quickly falls back to the ground. We put on our space suits. We have air in tanks to breathe, radios to talk to each other and special glass helmets to protect our eyes from the Sun.

![An astronaut in his space suit walking on the Moon.](image)

The ground under our feet is grey sand, dust and small rocks.

The craters that we saw are big holes in the surface of the Moon. Rocks that travel very fast through Space sometimes smash into the Moon. In the places where the rocks hit, they make a hole and a ring of sand.

The sky is black, not blue. We can see the stars and the Sun at the same time. The Sun is bright, much brighter than on Earth, and we are glad we have protective glass in our helmets.
As we walk around on the Moon, the temperature of the ground is hotter than boiling water. But if we stop in the shade of a big rock or the spacecraft, the temperature is much colder than ice. The temperature changes so much because the Moon has no air. On Earth, the air keeps the Earth's surface from getting too hot or too cold.

**ACTIVITY:** I am an astronaut on the Moon

**QUESTIONS:**

1. Why is the astronaut in the picture wearing a glass mask that covers his whole face? Could he just wear dark glasses?

2. He is carrying the big pack on his back. Think of three things that are in the pack. You can work out the answers by discussing the story.

3. The sand on the Moon appears to have a light colour. Why does the Moon give us light at night?

4. Do a drawing of yourself on the Moon. Write a heading for your picture: This picture shows me on the Moon. Show the protective suit that you wear, and write labels for the parts of your protective suit.
This is the Earth seen from the surface of the Moon.
5.2 The phases of the Moon

A phase is a period of time. For example, you are now in the Intermediate Phase at school. In Grade 7 you will be in the Senior Phase.

As the Moon orbits around the Earth it appears as though the Moon is changing its shape in the sky. The Moon changes from a thin crescent to a full circle or disk (full moon) and then it shrinks back to a thin crescent again. It is then not visible for a few days again. These changes in the Moon’s shape are called the Moon’s phases.

Look at the diagram showing all the phases of the Moon.

The Moon moves in an orbit around the Earth. The Moon takes about 29\(\frac{1}{2}\) days to go all the way around and come back to the
same position. This length of time is almost one month and so it takes almost one month from a full Moon to the next full Moon.

The moon changes shape each night as the Earth is casting a shadow on the Moon. Depending on the position of the Moon, the Earth and the Sun, the Earth blocks the Sun’s light from reaching the Moon and therefore casts a shadow. As the Moon moves around the Earth different shadows will be cast on the moon from the earth making it look like it is changing shape.

The Moon orbits the Earth once every $29\frac{1}{2}$ days.

**Why does the Moon change shape during the month?**

The Sun shines on the Moon but there is always a part of the Moon that the Sun cannot reach. We can see the part that has sunlight on it, but we cannot see the dark part that is in shadow.

**ACTIVITY:** Make a model of the Earth, Sun and Moon

This model will help you understand why the Moon’s shape changes during the month.

**MATERIALS:**
- a small ball to represent the moon
- a sunny day!

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
1. You must do this activity outside, early in the morning while the Sun is still low.
2. Begin with your back to the Sun.
3. Hold out your “Moon” in front of you, as you see in the picture.
4. Your head is the Earth and your nose is Africa. You are looking from Africa. Which phase of the model Moon do you see?

![Diagram of Moon phases](image)

How to hold the “Moon” with the sun behind you.

5. Keep your arm stretched out and swing around until the model Moon is between you and the Sun. Now you see only the shadow side of your “Moon”. You are seeing new Moon.

6. Keep your arm stretched out and move the “Moon” to your right until a little sunlight shines on the side of the “Moon”.

7. Which shape of the Moon do you have now? Point to the pictures in the table showing the moon phases.

8. Turn more to your right until half the Moon has light on it.

9. Which shape are you seeing now? Point to the pictures in the table.

10. Turn your back to the Sun, so that you see light all over the side of the Moon. This is like 14 days passing.

11. Which shape of the Moon do you have now? Point to the pictures in the table.

12. Turn further to your right. Show your teacher how you can get the shape in the table. This is like 21 days passing.

**QUESTIONS:**

1. If it were new Moon tonight, how many days will it take for the Moon to be full again?
2. How many days will it take for the Moon to be a new Moon again?

ACTIVITY: Observing the Moon's phases

MATERIALS:
- Pencil to draw
- Recording Sheet

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Look at the Moon at the same time every night, for a month.
2. Write the date in the relevant block in the recording sheet below.
3. Make a drawing of the shape you see every night in the table below.
4. See if you can identify the name of the phase and write that in the block below your drawing.
5. If you cannot see the Moon due to bad weather, then write “Bad weather” in the block instead.

Recording sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week 1</th>
<th>Mon</th>
<th>Tues</th>
<th>Wed</th>
<th>Thurs</th>
<th>Fri</th>
<th>Sat</th>
<th>Sun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moon shape</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 5.3 Moon stories

Many cultures have different stories about the Moon. These stories tell us about the importance of the Moon in people’s lives.

Here are some stories about the Moon from different cultures.
The Moon and the Hare

The hare and the Moon met at a water-hole one night. The hare washed his face with water. The water became still, like a mirror. He saw himself in the water and then he saw that the Moon was more beautiful than he was.

So the hare took mud from the side of the pool and he threw it on the Moon’s face. You can still see the mud on the face of the Moon, if you look at the Moon tonight.

QUESTIONS

1. What do you think the people who told this story were looking at on the Moon when they described the “mud” on the Moon’s face?

2. Do you think it was right that the hare threw mud at the Moon?

Chapter 5. The Moon
The Moon and the Sun

Once upon a time the Sun and the Moon were married and they had many children known as Stars.

The Sun was very fond of his children and he always wanted to hold them. But he was very hot and so the stars got burnt.

The stars did not like to be burnt and so they always ran away to hide when he came up into the sky. But the stars liked to be with their mother, the Moon, because she was the cool one. The Moon had markings on her face and she was beautiful.

This made the Sun very jealous, and he was angry with the Moon. So that is the reason why the Sun chases the Moon out of the sky. On some days you can see her in the daytime but the Sun almost never catches her.

There are times when the Moon comes between the Sun and the Earth, and we see the Sun go dark. These events are called eclipses of the Sun.

The Sun chasing the Moon across the sky.
QUESTIONS
1. In this story, who is the father, who is the mother, and who are the stars?

2. In this story, what happens in the morning when the Sun comes up?

3. How do you know that this story is not true?

4. The story does help us remember some true facts. Name one of the true facts we get from the story.

5. Why are the sun and the other stars hot?

6. In the real sky, why do the stars disappear when the sun comes up?
7. In the real sky, can you ever see the moon in daytime?

KEY CONCEPTS

• The Moon is a ball of rock
• It moves through Space and goes around the Earth
• It reflects light from the Sun onto the Earth
• The Moon has phases due to its position in relation to the Sun and the Earth

That's all! You are done with Grade 4!
REVISION:
1. What is the Moon made of?

2. Why does the Moon give us light at night?

3. How many days must pass between a night when the Moon is full, and the next full Moon?

4. When we see a half-Moon it looks like a letter D. Why can we see only half of the Moon?

5. What do we call the changing pattern of shapes of the Moon during the month?

6. Arrange the Earth, the Sun and the Moon in order from biggest to smallest.
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